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    1. Introduction

    A new and widespread crisis resulting from the reduction in oil supply has

rnade its impact not only upon regional energy demand but a]so on regional economic

structures.i) A greater volume of new energy demand is expected in the coming

years. The strongest possibility for meeting such demands is by energy conserva-

tion through a Soft Energy Path adoptlng the practical uses of regional energy:

natural energy and biomass.2)
    The objective of the study is to deveiop a regional planning model for energy

conservation by the practical use of regional energy: natural energy and biomass.

It will also cover an economic and environmental evaluation of the regienal energy

obtained from a Soft Energy.
    We will attempt to apply this new regional planning model to the Tokachi

Region of Hokkaido in JapaB. This region ltas not on}y an abundant degree of

potential energy of natural energy and biomass, but also good prospects for regional

development.
    The framework of the study involves firstly, the clarification of the social,

economic and industrial structures and the degree of potential regiona} energy of
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natural energy and biomass. Secondly, the relationships between the social, eco-

nomic and industrial structures and regional energy flow will be discussed. And

thirdly, a regional energy model arising from the Soft Energy Path will be con-

structed, and finally the economic and environmental impacts of the Soft Energy
Path will be evaluated.

    2. IRtroduction to the Tokachi RegioR in Hokl<aido

    Hokkaido,3) the northernmost island of the Japanese archipelago, has an area

of approximately 84,OOOkm2 and has a population of about 5.6 million in 1980.
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Its area is larger than that of Kyushu and Shikoku combined (approximately 63,OOO

km2) and alone accounts for about 21% of the total area of JapaR as shown in

Fig. 1. However, it contains only 5% of the total popu}ation of Japan.`'

    The Tokachi RegioR, an eastern plain of Hokkaido has an area of approxi-

mately 10,831km2 and a populatlon of about O.36 million in 1979. The Tokachi

Region is an independent geographic unit in many aspects. It stretches southeast-

ward for 80km, and has a width of' about 50km. It resembles the Kanto Plain

in tltat it is chiefly composed of dissected fans that are pttshecl out from the west

and north and val]ey floors that are entrenched below the level of the fans. Low

hills and uplands which consist of either o}d diluvium or young Tertiary formation

lie in the south aRd east of the piain, and is part]y cut off from marine lnfiuence

of the Pacific to the southeast.

    The climate ls continental without much snow, but the average winter tem-

perature drops to -100C with many fine weather days. Presently, 35,5000 people

of 105,OOO families live in one city Obihiro and nineteen towns and villages in the

TokachiReglonasshowninFig.L ･
    The Tokachi Region is the land of dry farms with mixed farming which is
the combination of dairying and raising of such commerciai crops as beans, sugar

beet, aRd feed crops such as dent corn and hay.

    Obihiro City is the center of the Tokachi Region, second to noRe. The city

is a typica} example of in}aRd towns of Hokkaido that have been deve}oped solely

as the marke£iRg centers of surroundiRg agricultural regions. Practicaily all the
roads of Tokachi lead to this city. The planning of the city is modelled after

that of WashingtoR, D. C., and diagona} roads intersect with rectanguiar roads.

    As regards to the present conditions of the eRergy consumption of the Tokachi

Region, the distributioR percentages of fuel oil consist of gasoline 19.7%, lamp-oil

40%, Iight oi! 17.6% and heavy oil 22.7%, with lamp oll representing the highest.

The consumption of LPG is mostly that of automobile and town gas. The distri-

bution percentages of the consumption of electricity consist of electric light 41.7%,

electricity for business 14.1%, small sum electricity 24.6%, large sum electricity

14.4% and others 5.2%. With the present conditlon of the degree of petential
energy of natural energy and biomass of the Tokachi Region, solar energy is highly

useful foy heating during the winter season, with 2,200 sunshine hours a year.

Windpower here is Iess useful for e}ectricity due to the low average wind veiocity.

But biomass is high}y useful for heating and as towR ga's', with the potential from

the 67% of forests and fields in Tokachi and the percentage distributlon of 23%

of the cows ln Hokkaido found in the Tokachi Region. Geothermai energy is also

high}y useful for electricity and heatiRg as many hot springs are available. In

addition, hydro-electrlcity can be usefully exploited from medium and small rivers

made available by the many tributaries from the Tokachi River.

    As mentioRed above, the Tokachi Region has not only an abundant amount
of poteRtial energy: natural energy and biomass but also good prospects {or reglonal
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    3. The Framework of the Regional Energy System Model

    In this chapter, we will describe the framework of the regional energy system5'

model arising from the Soft Energy Path.

    The system model consists of six sectors, that is the energy demand sector,

the energy supply sector, the regional environmental sector, the soft energy sector,

the po}lution sector and the evaluation sector.6,7)

    The energy demand sector8･9) consists of {our subsectors, namely the household

subsector, the inclustrial and commercial subsector, the transportation subsector

and the agricultural subsector. The household subsector deals with the direct

purchase of fue!s, eiectricity and gas used for space and water heating in homes

as weli as for cookiRg and running other domestic appliances.

    The industrial and commereial subsector deals with the fuels, electricity and

gas used for factories, building and machinery.iO,ii) The transportation subsector
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deals with energy used for rallways and automobiles. Besides this, the agricu]tural

subsector deals with the direct purchase of fuels, electricity and gas used for agri-

culture which is the rnain industry in the Tokachi Region.

    The energy supply sector consists of fuels, town gas, LPG and electricity. The

regional environmental sector mainly consists of the population subsector.

    The soft energy sector consists of the solar energyi2), wind power energyi3) and

biomass energyi4,i5) to be used for the household subsector.

    The pollution sectori6' consists of air pol!ution with factors such as NO., SO.

and ashes, and water pollution with the factor of COD.

    The evaluation sector consists of three factors - the gap between the demand

and supply, the economic factor and the pollution factor. The relationships among

each sector is as shown in Fig. 2.

    The application method of soft energy is divided into two submethods consisting

of the town submethod and the farm village submethod. The application of soft

energy of the town submethod is as follows:-

    * solar energy---,collector->heat-space and water heating

    * windpower energy-->dynamo--electricity-light and motive power

    * waste energy-combustion.heat->space and water heating

    * forestry energy.combustion-->heat-space and water heating

The application of the soft energy of the village submethod is as follows:

    * solar energy-collector-heat.space and water heating

    * wind energy-->dynamo-electricity-->light and motive power

                       l-COMPOst
    * waste energy-gasification.gas-space and water heating
                    1 i-electricity-->lightandmotivepower

    * foresty energy-- L,combustion-->heat--÷space and water heating
                     'The farm village submethod comes up to a larger scale than the town submethod.

    The structure of this model is formulated by means of the DYNAMO equations

of System Dynamics and is connected to the evaluation sector.

    The economic factor of the evaluation sector is considered not only by com-

paring the direct costs of alternative energy systemsi7) but also by indirect economics

such as the employment opportunities arising from the shift in investrnent of Iocal

lecational industries in tlte Tokachi Region.

    Most of the soft energy technology depend on materials and skills which are

found or rnay be developed local}y in most reglons. They are then carefully located

to encourage regional development in a balanced manner, in contrast to technology

which depend heavily on very specialised technology that is available in only a few

places.

    The impact of the development of soft energy industries consists of three

effects - the effective demand making, the iRtermediate demand making and the

consumption demand making.
    Then we must consider the following condition to measure the regional employ-

ment opportunities arising from the industrial locations.
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    (1) It is Recessary to measure the regional employnieRt opportunities by in-

dustries and scales.

    (2) We can clarify the differences of the regional ecoRomic structures.

    (3) It is necessary to measure the emp}oyment opportunities not only as the

direct repercussive effects but also as indirect reprecussive effects of industrial loca-

tlons.

    <4) We must measure the indirect reprecussive employment opportunities not

only of the industrial locational region but other regioRs as well.

    The baslc method of measuremeRt of the employment opportunities has been

presented by Isard and Miller.

    Isard attempts to do an impact study on the direct and indirect repercussions

of the Iocation of the stee} industry on the Greater New York - Philadelphia
iRdustrial region.iS) Miller also attempts to do the same impact study on the loca-

tion of the aluminium industry in the Pacific Noythwest.i9)

    However, in the studies, only a relatively small amount of research has been

made on the four conditions made above.

    We shall consider the detailed method of the measurement of reglonal employ-

ment opportunities arising from iRdustrial locations of soft energy technology by

the interregional iRput-output method.20)

    We wM define the notations of the partitioned matrices as follows:-

   A: interregional input coethcients matrix by xegions.

    I: identity matrix.

    S: matrix having the values of inputs from other industries to locational in-
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        dustry along the main diagonal (the diagonal ruRning from upper left to

        lower rlght) and zeros e}sewhere. '
   D: matrix having the values of inputs of locatlonal industry along the column

        andzeroelsewhere. '
   R: basic unit of employment opportunities.

   N: Rumber of regions.
   M: number of industries as shown in Tab]e 1.

X represents the matrix of the total repercussive employment opportunities and ls

satlsfied by the following equations.

        X=D(DR+A･SopR+A2･SopR+･･･

            ==D(g)R+[I+A+･･･]･A･SopR (1)
          ==D(g)R+[I-A]-i･A･S(2i)R

Where, DopR is the direct repeycussive employment opportunities and U-A]-!.A.

S<[ili)R is the indirect one. '
    Let [I-A]-i･A, S) D, R be the followlng partitioned matrices.
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            ･sl
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        S= xx
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    Where, se･ == O (fe=ko,1'=1'e)

                           ts I
            fi/ lil'l-xlxl.I."..dillllili 'i NXXXxxxN,,,,,l [ll/ i:lll'Ixl･Il,d,,i£iliE".,

           --------- k--------X------- ---           'Xxxxxx IXxx IXXxNs

       D= NNxlxxl NNx
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                        NNI ×1 Nx            ldlitiil-:Jill/TixlNI[,11ii,-111ix':Nill-li-1-"Ilfr'X

                           t"
Where, the relatioR of matrices S and D is as follows,

        d#･Y･ic::sS･ (k==ko,7'=j'e)

        ay:==o other (3-;ll;IIIII")

The small ko is the Iocational industry and 7' o is the locational region.

             rl
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Where, op multiplication represents tlte next operation.

             Ar ivr
        x,ic･'nm£dij･J･te･rfy･'+Zsij･'･a:;･ic･r,k･' (7)
             ic==1 ic=1
            (i, ]'=1, 2, ･･･, NL U=1, 2, ･･･, M)

    To apply the new method, it is necessary to estimate the future target values

of interregional input coeflicients aRd the basic unit of employment epportunities.

    Then, we represent the Improvement RAS method to estimate the future
target values.

    For example, Fig. 3 represents the flow to estimate the future target values

by the interreglonal input coefllcients in 1965 and 1970. The basic unit of employ-

ment opportunities is estimated by the similar method.
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                     Fig.3. TheImprovementRASMethod.

    4. The Estimate and Evaluation of Regional Energy Arising from

       tke Soft Energy Path in tke Tokachi Regien

    The estimate of the energy demand in the Tokachi Region is as follows.

    The energy demand of electric Iight and electric power in 1985 is estimated

to be 1.9 tlmes greater than in 1975, with the energy demand of lamp oil 1.6

times, the energy demand of LPG 1.7 times, the energy demand of heavy oil 2.1

times and the energy demand of gasoline 1.9 times.
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    The estimate of the energy. conservation rates in the Tokachi Region arising

from the Soft Energy Path mentioned iR chapter 3 is as follows.

    The energy demand of electric light and electric power in 1985 is substituted

by 6.0% with the Soft Energy, with larnp oil by l2.0%, LPG by 72.0% and the

                                   tttotal eRergy by 7.3%.

    Next, the estimate of the energy conservation rat6s in Obihlro City with the

example of the town model arising from the Soft Energy Path is described as
follows.

    The energy demand of electric ]ight and electric power in 1985 is substituted
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 by 4.1% with soft energy, with lamp oil by 8.0%, LPG by 21.2% and the total

 by 5.2%.

     Furthermore, the estimate of the energy conservation rates in Urahoro village

 with the example of the farm viliage model arising from the Soft Energy Path
 is described as fo}lows.

     The energy demand of e}ectric light and electric power in 1985 is substituted

 by 9.0% with soft energy, with lamp oll by 26%, LPG by 100% and the total
 energy by 25%. As mentioned above, the substitution rate of farm vlllage repre-

 sents a higher figure than o£ town. '
     The analytical results of the evaluation of environmental and econornic factors

 are as follows:

     (1) The reductlon rates of alr poliusion and water pollution arising from soft

 energy in the Tokachi Region are 6.7% and 40% respectively. The reduction rate

 of water pollution represents a higher figure than that of air poliution.

     (2) In comparing the direct costs of alternative energy systems, the present

 values of payments with the annuity ]oan of solar system is $O.11 per 1,OOO kcal,

 making the wind power as $O.10 per 1,OOOkcal and the biomass as $O.05 per
 1,OOO kcal. The biomass is cheaper than other alternative energy systems.

     (3) The accumulated alternative investments of the soft energy locational in-

 dustries IB the Tokachi Region are as follows.

     The so}ar energy investment is $220 million, the wind power investment $250

 million, the biomass $260 million and the total $730 million. If the total investment

 of $730 millioR is allocated for five years from 1981 to 1985, then the average

investment per year becomes about $146 million.

    Furthermore, the benefit from compost per year is $52 million and the reduc-

tion cost of lamp oil import per year in the Tokachi Region is $15 million, and

the reduction eost of LPG impor£ per year in the Tokachi Region is $17 million.
As mentioned above, the economic impact is estimated at a high leve}.

    (4) The accumulated regional total employment opportunlties arising from the

annual output of the soft energy industries located in the Tokach2 Region in 1985

are shown in Fig. 4. From the facts presented in Fig. 4, the sum of the regional

total employment opportunities in other regions is equal £o the oRe in Hokkaido.
The remarkabie feature is the expansion of the regiona] total employment opportuni-

ties in the Kanto Region which advanced industrially.

    (5) The regionai total employment opportunities by industries in I985 are

shown in Fig. 5.

    The regional total secondary industry employment opportunitles arising from

the soft energy industries is 7.3% of the secondary industry employment in the

Tokachi Region. This resu!ts in infiuences oR the manufacturing industries with

a Iower level thaR the national level ln a favourable way. In addition, the remarka-

ble feature is that the expansion of the regional total employment opportunities of

tertiary industries in Hokkaido is 40% of the total ones. This is the main cause

which is the indirect repercussive impact of the locational industries of the soft

energy industries.
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    5. Conclusion

    To summarise, we have investigated a regional planning model for energy

conservation by the practical use of regional energy: natural energy and biomass,

and also covered an economic and environmental evaluation of the regional energy

obtained from the soft energy. As for the analytical results of the model, the

reduction rate of pollution and the reduction cost of oil and gas import with the

substitution of soft energy represents a high value. Besides this, the economic

direct and indirect impact of alternative investments of the soft energy industries

is estimated at a high level in the Tokachi Region. Then, this study indicates many

useful informations to the developing countries without fossil fuels.
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    A new and widespread crisis' resulting from the reduction in oil supply has made its impact

not only upon regional energy demand but also on regional economic structures. A greatel

volttme of new energy demand is expected in the coming years. The strongest possibility for

meeting such demands is by energy-conservation through a Soft Energy Patl'i adopting the

praetical uses of regienal energy: natural energy and biomass.

    The objective of the study is to develop a regional 'planning model for energy conservation

by the practical use of regional energy: natural energy and biomass. It wili also cover an

economic and environmental qvaluation of the regional energy obtained from the Soft Energy.

    We will attempt to apply this new regional planning model to the Tokachi Region of

Hokkaido in Japan. This region has not only an abundant degree of potential energy and biomass,

butalsogoodprospectsforregionaldevelopment. - ･- ' ･
    The frameworl< of the study involves firstly, the ciartacation of the social, economic and

industrial structures and the degree of potential regional energy of naturl energy and biomass.

Secondly,v･the relationships between the social, ecenomic and industrial structures and regional

energy fiovs wiH be discussed. Ancl thirdly, a regional energy model aris･ing from the Soft Energy

Path will be constructed, and finally the economic and environmental impacts of the Soft Energy

Pathwillbeevaluated. ･･ ･    The main results of estimate$ and evaluations arising,from the soft energy path in the

Tokachi Regien are as follows.

    (1) The estimates of the energy demancl in the Tokachi Region is as follows. The energy

demand of electric light and electric power in 1985 is estimated to be 1.9 times greater than in

1975, with the energy demand of lamp oil' 1.6 times, the energy demand and of LPG 1.7 times,

the energy demand of heavy oil 2.1 times and the energy demand ef gasoline 1.9 times.

    (2) The estimates of the energy censervation rates in the Tokachi Region arising from the

Soft Energy Path are as follows. The energy demand of electric light and electric power in 1985

is substituted by 6.0% with the Soft Energy, with iamp oil by 12.0%, LPG･ by 71.0% and the total

energy by 7.3%.

    (3> The estimates of the energy conservation rates in Obihiro City with the example of the

town model arising from the Soft Energy Path are described as follows, The energy demand of

electric light and electric power in 1985 is substituted by 4.1% with the Soft Energy, with lamp

oil by 8.0%, LPG by 21.2% and the total by 5.2%.

    (4) The estimates of the energy conservation rates in '(.Jrahoro village with the example of

the farm village model arising from the Soft Energy Path are described as follows. The energy

demand of electric light and eiectric power in 1985 is substituted by 9.0% with the Soft Energy,

with lamp oil by 26%, LPG by 100% and the total energy by 25%. As mentioned above, the

substitution rate of farm village represents a higher figure than that of town.

   (5) The estimates of introductive rates of solar energy and biomass based on attitudinal

servey on settlers in Otohul{e, Shimizu and Sarabetsu villages are as follows. The estimates of

introductive rates of solar energy of Otohuke, Shimizu and Sarabetsu represent high values such

as 80%, 83%and 73%. The estimates of introductive rates of biomass represent half values such

as 52%, 57% and 52%. It was most ethcient method to reduce the energy costs that the energy

conservation method added to the soft energy introductive system.
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   (6) The reduction rates of air pollution and water pollution arising from the Soft Energy

in the Tol<achi Region are 6.7% and 40% respectively. The reductlon rate of water pollution

represents a higher figure than that of air poliution.

   (7) In comparing the direct costs of alternatlve energy systems, the present values of payments

with the annuity loan of solar system is $O.11 per 1,OOOI<cal, maJ{ing the wind power as $OilO per

1,OOOkcal and the biomass as $O.05 per 1,OOe l<caL The biarnass is cheaper than other alternative

energy systems.

   (8) The accumulated alternative investments of the soft energy locational industries in the

IIXokachi Region are as follows. Tlie solar energy investment is $220 million, the wind power

investment $250 mlllion, the biomass $260 million and the tetal $730 million. If the total invest-

ment of $730 million is allocated for five years from 1981 to 1985, tben the average investment

per year becomes about $146 million. Furthermore, the benefits from compost per year is $52

miilion and the reduction cost of lamp oil import per year in the Tokachi Region is $15 millien)

and the reduction cost of LPG import per year in the Tokachi Region is $17 million. As men-

tioned above, the economic impact is estimated at a high tevei.

   (9) The accumulated reglonal total employment opportunities arising from the annual eutput

of the soft energy industries located in the Tol<achi Region in 1985 are as follow$. The sum of

the regional total employment opportunities in other regions ls equal to the one in Hokl<aido･

The remarl<able feature i$ the expansien of the regional total employment opportunities in the

Kanto Region which advanced industrially.

   (10) The regional total employment opportunities by industries in 1985 are as follows. The

regional total secondary industry employment opportunities arising from the soft energy industries

are 7.3% of the secondary industry employment in the Tol<achi Region. This results in infiuences

on the manufacturing industries with a lower }evel than the national, level in a favourable way･

In additlon, the remarkab}e feature is that the expansion of the regional total employment

opportunities of tertiary industries in Hol<I<aide is 40% of total ones. This is the maln cause,

which is the indirect repercussive impact of the locational industries of the soft energy industries･


